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Abstract
This paper aims to propose a strategy in transferring files or data in multiple computers without relying on online storage, storage media
and peripheral devices. Data owned by an individual is expected to increase with time. The amount of data that a single individual owns
in a lifetime will be too large that it will need a large storage and a tremendous amount of time in transferring from one location to another in order to preserve this data and counter hardware degradation. We will be using a strategy that will preserve this large data, exploiting the available storage the user owns without spending extra more money in order to preserve a lifetime’s worth of personal data. This
approach will take advantage of the idle network connection between two or more specific devices; synchronizing a common storage of
each devices, thus eliminating the needs for peripheral devices and cloud storage.
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1. Introduction
It is projected that there will be 20-50 billion interconnected devices by 2020. [1] A single person will have a minimum of 2 devices with an IP address by that time. In a future where data capacity of a specific storage is very high, the data stored will be
more valuable and will have a higher value compare to the hardware itself. A good example of this are Information Systems
[2,3,4]. As data owned by a single individual increase with time,
it is necessary to secure and preserve that data in a device. A lifetime’s worth of data of a single individual would be very large and
the amount of time and cost of transferring this data from a degraded device to a new device is proportional to the amount of
data itself. There are times where there are incomplete data, one
way to fix it is by using the Rough Set Theory [5,6,7]. Another
method is by using Neural Network or Spatial Techniques
[8,9,10].
It is necessary to manage the data of all your devices whether you
are holding your mobile phone, office computer or home computer. There are already existing technologies like the cloud storage;
cloud storage is very flexible when it comes to scalability, the
problem is you need to fetch the data from the cloud every time
you need it, and a cost will depend on the amount of storage you
are using in that specific cloud storage provider. It is not feasible
to store a lifetime’s worth of data in cloud storage, as the amount
of fee for renting or acquiring this storage technology will be very
high and impractical [11]. Another way to manage your data is by
an external peripheral device, like external hard disk, and Flash
drive. By using these external devices, you can manage your data
by copying the data in these external devices and transferring it to
your computers. Another existing technology is a central repository. These are Network-Attached storage (NAS) and Storage-Area
Networks (SAN) [12,13,14]. these technologies are similar to

Cloud storage, were you fetch and push your files or data whenever you need them, causing CPU usage and bandwidth allocation.
The problems with existing technologies in managing your data
are speed and security. To address these issues, we will propose a
strategy or a way on how to manage storage. We will address the
1st issue “speed”, since most people are connected to the internet
24/7, while the computers are on idle or the user is not using the
internet, it is a window time for the devices to synchronize their
data with the use of internet, not affecting the productivity of the
user. Also, you will have the option to synchronize this in realtime unlike the traditional methods which causes CPU usage and
bandwidth allocation whenever you fetch or push those data in
your specific storage. This also eliminates the needs for external
devices like hard disks, and flash drives since your storage virtually synchronizes. To address the 2nd issue “security”, since all of
your personal devices are trusted device, we could create a personal area network which will only allow these devices to communicate to each other and share a common storage stored locally
and not within the cloud. Thus, increasing security and at the same
time eliminating the cost of using cloud storage technology [15].

2. Objectives
The objective is to evaluate the following parameters below, to
prove that the proposed method of managing or transferring data is
much more efficient compare to Peripheral devices.

2.1. Parameters
1. Rate (Mbps) – speed of transferring a specific file or data
2. Time – total time of activity of transferring a file or data
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3. CPU usage – amount of CPU used by a specific process or file
transfer
4. Memory Usage – amount of RAM used by a specific process
or file transfer

3. Methodology
3.1. Data Gathering
Data to be observed such as transfer rate (Mbps), time of file
transfer (seconds), CPU usage (%), and Memory usage (%) will be
gathered. These data shall be compared to our traditional transferring of files or data using external hard disk and Universal Serial
Bus (USB) Flash Drive [16].
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while true; do
echo "$(top -b -n 1 | grep rsync)" | tee -a <log file>
sleep <interval in seconds>
done

3.4. Statistical Analysis
3.4.1.

Removing the outliers to gain optimum results

•

•

Calculate first quartile (Q1) and third quartile
(Q3)
Obtain interquartile range (IQR) by subtracting Q1 from
Q3
Obtain the upper bound by adding 1.5 times IQR to Q3
Obtain the lower bound by subtracting 1.5 times IQR to
Q1
Any data that is higher than the upper bound and lower
than the lower bound will be an outlier
Remove any outliers

3.4.2.

Obtain the average of the remaining data

•
•
•
•

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Transferring File using computer
Both computers are Virtual Machines with the same virtual hardware configuration. A Database can be used to optimize it [19].
Fig. 1: Illustration of Hard disk synchronization

Transfer Time = 69.5 seconds
Transfer Rate = 11.35 MBps

Fig. 3: Sample Speed time

Average CPU usage 8.26%
Average Memory usage 0.1%

4.2. Transferring File using USB Flash Drive

Fig. 2: Flow Chart of the System

Results in transferring Data using USB Flash Drive
Model: Sony USM16SA3
Specifications: [20]
Capacity: 16 GB
Interface: USB 3.1 Gen 1 (Type-A)
Port Type: USB Type-A x 1
Power Supply: USB bus power (no external power supply)
Transfer Speed: 130 MB/s (max)

3.2. Flow Chart
• User will allocate the same amount of hard disk drive space on
each computer for its contents to be synchronized.

Transfer Time = 93.5 seconds
Transfer Rate = 8.43 MBpsAverage CPU usage 46.6%
Average Memory usage 0.1%

• Every file change or added in either one of the computers in the
allocated hard disk space will be automatically synchronized on its
counterpart hard disk drive/s.

3.3. Commands
• Remote Synchronization (rsync) [17,18] will be used in transferring data.
Commandline for rsync:
rsync –avz <source> <destination>
• Top command will be used in monitoring the transfer of data.
Commandline for top:

Fig. 4: Sample time at average memory of 0.1%
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4.3. Transferring File using External Hard disk Drive

5. Analysis and Conclusions

Results in transferring Data using External Hard Disk Drive
Model: Seagate SRD00F1
Specifications: [20]
Driver Type: Bus-powered portable hard drive
Connector Type: USB 3.0
Capacity: 1TB
Internal drive speed: 5,400rpm
Max Data Transfer: 120 MB/s

Based on these results, transferring of data by computer to computer has the advantage both in CPU usage, transferring rate, and
transfer time. The data shows that this is feasible way in making a
backup and maintaining a lifetime’s worth of data, instead of storing it in peripheral devices or in the cloud. We had not included
the cloud storage, and Storage area network as the price of acquiring and using these technologies is highly expensive. As a home
user wanting to preserve a lifetime’s worth of data, it would be
impractical to pay lifetime’s worth of fee for using cloud storage
technology. The same as in Storage Area Network as the price of
buying, and maintenance of the hardware to counter degradation
during a lifetime is impractical and will be defeating the purpose
of maintaining lifetime personal data using available resources
without spending extra amount of money.
The advantage of the proposed strategy against the peripheral
devices is that the proposed strategy is that the Data is presently
accessible whenever you need it, while on the other hand you need
to plug and copy the data in a peripheral device. Another advantage against peripheral devices is the unnecessary luggage of
carrying these external devices.
The advantage of the proposed strategy against cloud storage is
the cost. In the proposed strategy, there is no fee in storing the
data unlike the cloud storage. While cloud storage is not affected
by hardware degradation unlike the proposed strategy and peripheral devices, it is impractical to store a lifetime’s worth of data in
it and be paying for the capacity and time that you are using that
storage.
The proposed strategy for transferring data will mostly rely on the
internet connection same as cloud storage. The proposed strategy
shall be configured to transfer only in a way that it will not interfere with the productivity of the user or during the idle time of the
machine. The user will also have the option to transfer the file
presently as per preference.
Thus, the current limitation of this proposed technology is that it is
only available in Local Area Network (LAN) and will require a
Public IP or a Proxy Server to implement this strategy in Wide
Area Network (WAN).
For future recommendation, it is proposed to use IPv6, so that the
devices would be able to communicate in point-to-point basis
instead of using IPv4 that needs a Public IP, Network Address
Translation or Masquerading, thus eliminating 3rd party intervention and increasing security at the same time.

Transfer Time = 83.5 seconds
Transfer Rate = 9.44 MBps
Average CPU usage 53.83%
Average Memory usage 0.1%

Fig. 5: Sample Time at 58.83% usage

Results are showing that the computer to computer transferring of
files has the advantage in terms of lower Transfer Time(seconds),
higher Transfer Rate (MBps), and lower CPU usage(%). In terms
of Memory usage (%); Computer, USB Flash Drive, and External
Hard Disk Drive have comparable results. [21,22,23,24].
Table 1: Data and Results
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